Amano Cincinnati’s CP-3000 Series Electronic Time Recorder is designed as a fully automatic time recorder which eliminates overprinting through the use of its mark sensing technology. Its optical sensor detects the previous mark, and time and date are consecutively printed vertically on the time card.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**POWER REQUIREMENTS**
120VAC ± 10%, 50/60Hz

**POWER CONSUMPTION**
Normal 6W, maximum 60W

**AMBIENT TEMPERATURE**
14°F to 113°F (-10°C to 45°C)

**HUMIDITY**
10-90% (non-condensing)

**DIMENSIONS**
12.3”H x 10.2”W x 6.1”D (313mm x 258mm x 155mm)

**WEIGHT**
9.66 lbs. (4.38 kg)

**POWER RESERVE**
The built-in battery, when fully charged, will maintain normal operations for 72 hours or 300 punches

**ENVIRONMENT**
Indoor use only, dust free, not in direct sunlight

**TIME CARD**
2.56 - 4.25” (65 - 108mm) “Clipper” type

**FEATURES**
- Displays date, time, and day
- Selectable imprint format: 2-digit year, month, day, date, hour (AM/PM or 0-23), minutes (regular, 10ths or 100ths)
- Automatic card feeding
- Automatic Daylight Saving Time adjustment
- Signal device
- 80 weekly program steps to activate features
- Two-color printing
- Full power reserve
- Staggered imprint from day to day

Specifications are approximate and are subject to change without notice.
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